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Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over afield K and a its repetitive 
algebra [4]. In [2] Happel proved that if gl. dim A < cc then there is an 
equivalence between the derived category D’(A) and projectively stable 
module catagory mod A such that he triangulations of @‘(A) and & a 
are retained by the quivalence. 
This investigation is motivated by the converse problem of his theorem. 
If there is a triangulated category equivalence G: @(A) N mod ,& G 
induces naturally theisomorphism between their Grothedieck groups: 
Ko(Db(A)) N K, (mod A). As Ko(Db(A)) 1: K,(A) it follows that K,,(A) 2: 
K,, (mod A) and consequently KO (& a) is isomorphic to the free abelian 
group Zen) of rank n, where n is the number of non-isomorphic simple 
A-modules. 
The main purpose ofthis paper is to give acharacterization of algebras 
A such that K, (& 2) N K,(A). In Section 2 we prove that in order to 
hold K, (a a) N K,(A) it is necessary ndsufficient that he determinant 
of the Cartan matrix of A be equal to f 1. By this result wecan easily find 
some algebras A uch that P(A) $ & ,& 
1. GROTHENDIECK GROUP K,, (a A) 
Let B be a Frobenius K-algebra. That is, B is a basic K-algebra andis 
a direct sum of (not necessarily f nite number of) indecomposable right 
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ideals which are injective. It is known that, byusing the loop space functor 
Q-’ of Heller as the translation functor, mod B can be seen as a 
triangulated category. 
Let X and Y be non-projective B-modules. 
For any JE Hom,(X, Y), X f Y -5 2 -% Q ~ ‘X is a triangle in 
mod B if Z is the pushout off and the inclusion rx of X into the injective 
envelope I(X) and if gand h appear in the diagram 
o- x rX Z(X)----+ i-i-- -0 I 
o- 
4 IhI 
ygz---+ a-‘x- 0 
We shall denote by [Xl, [Y], and [Z] (resp. [Xl, [I], and [Z]) the 
isomorphism classes of X, Y, and Z in mod B (resp. mod B). Let F be the 
free abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes of modules in 
mod B and F, the subgroup generated by [X] - [Y] + [ZJ for all 
triangles X + Y + Z + Q - ‘X as above. Then the Grothendieck group KO 
(mod B) is defined tobe the factor g oup F/F,. For the details we refer to
[3, pp. l&23, 95-1021. 
Now we have 
PROPOSITION 1.. Let B be a Frobenius K-algebra. Then it holds that K,, 
(&B) N K,,(B)/([proj]), where ([proj]) is the subgroup of K,,(B) 
generated bythe isomorphism classes ofprojective B-modules. 
ProoJ Let us define a homomorphism p’: K,(B) --) K, (& B) by 
[IX] + [X] for XE mod B. First, weshould check that p’ is well defined. 
Let 0 --f X* Y + Z + 0 be an exact sequence in mod B, i.e., 
[X] + [Z] = [Y] in K,(B). Taking C, as the pushout of u and lx we have 
the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 
x -5 Z(X) - Q-lx 
4 4 I 
z-z 
and X-5 Y-S C,A Q-lx is a triangle in mod B. Since 
C, N I(X) 0 Z and hence [X] f CC,] = [Y] as Z(X) is projective in mod B. 
This implies p’is well defined. 
It is clear that p’ carries any finitely generated projective B-module to 
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[Q] in K, (& B). So p’ induces naturally a homomorphism 
P: K&W< Cprojl > + K. (mod 4. 
Conversely we can define a homomorphism v: K,, (all) -+ 
&(B)I( Cpeil >by putting v(CXI) = [Xl module (Cpvil >. 
Assume 1;‘A Y-, C-+ Sz- ‘X is a triangle, i.e., [&‘I + [C] = [Y] in 
mod B. Then C is isomorphic to a pushout of f and rX: X+ I(X) and 
the sequence 0 -+ X-+ I(X)@ Y + C + 0 is exact. Hence we have 
[X] + [C] = [ Y] module ([proj] ) since B is selfinjective. Th s implies 
that vis also well defined. 
Now it is immediate hat VP = id,,,,,,< Cprojl> andpv = id,,,,, B)by the 
above argument. 
For a finite dimensional K-algebra A nd an A-bimodule M we shall 
denote by c,(M) the composition le gth of right e,de,-module e;Me,, 
where ei and ej, i, j= 1, 2, . . II, are primitive d mpotents such that 
A = @y=, Aei is a direct sum decomposition of A into left primitive (i.e., 
indecomposable) ideals. Then it is immediate that 
c,(D(M))(&&~ : K) = ci;(M)(~;& : K), 
where D(M) = Hom.(M, K), A= A/J(A), anJ(A) is the Jacobson radical 
of A. Especially we have 
LEMMA 1.2. c,(A)f,=c,(D(A))f,, where f,=(ZiACi: K) and fi= 
(iSjACj : K). 
Here we mention that he matrix (c,(A)), is the Cartan matrix of A. 
For a finite dimensional K-algebra A, the repetitive alg bra A i^s defined 
to be an infinite dimensional K-algebra whose underlying vector K-space is
A=(pp)@(~zw)p), 
where 
A0 D(A), Ap+, = A, How64 K) Ap+,’ 
A, z A, and the multiplication is defined by
(Up> ap)(b,, 8,) =(~,,~,~,~ p,~pfl, + dp+ I.qapbq), 
where 6means the Kronecker 6.
Corresponding to a direct sum decomposition A = @:= r A:; of A into 
primitive left ideals wehave the direct sum decomposition of A such that 
A = @ 6 Je,i= @ 6 ep,iA, 
p‘zz i=I pGz i=l 
where p,i6Ap and APJep,irr, A Ae , ep,i.d Aprr eiA A. 
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Since the Jacobson radical J(~)=(O,.,J(A),)O(O,.,D(A),), 
Zpp,iAa*p-NCiA*y and ([Zp,iA] I PEZ, i= 1, 2, . . n} is a free Z-basis of
KidA 1. 
Now T: [$A] -+ [e,, lAi ] defines the Nakayama permutation of a
because 2p,iA N top of e,,iA and EP+ t,iA N socle of eP,ia. Then we have 
KO(a)= ~ 0 H[e,,j~] 
i=l ( PEL > 
= i+l ( 0 ZTPCeO,iAl j 
PEZ 
‘u & Z[T, T-l] 
i= 1 
= H[T, T-q(“), 
where Z[ T, T-‘1 is the polynomial subring ofrational function field Q(T) 
of a variable T over the rational umber field. 
Since e,,iAe7, j = 0 for p+ 1 < q or q <p, 
and 
e,.Je,+ 1, j -N 
%M%,! ~p+I.,A~p+l., 
e Ae eio(A)ej e,Ae ) 
I I J 
it follows by Lemma 1.2 that 
in &(A). 
Hence the element ofZ[T, T-‘-J@) corresponding to the [ep,iA] ofK0 
(mod a) is (0, .. Tp, . . O)(C+ F’CF-‘T), where TP is in the ith slot, 
C= (c,(A)),, andF= (S,fi),i. 
Consequently we have 
THEOREM 1.3. Let C be the Cartan matrix of A and C* = F’CF-‘, 
where F= (S,fi),. Let 0 be the ndomorphism of H[T, T-‘]‘“’ obtained by 
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the multiplication of C + C*T from the right hand with elements Qf
Z[T, T-‘]‘“‘. Then it holds that 
K,(&a)2:L[T, T ‘]‘“‘/ImO-CokO. 
That is, we have the xact sequence 
z[T, T-‘lcn)& (z[T, T--‘I’“‘- K,(&&-0. 
2. K0 (&a)-Z(")AND CARTAN MATRIX OF A 
By Theorem 1.3 our main problem is reduced tothe following question: 
When is Z[ T, TP’]‘“)/Im 0 N-Z”“? 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 0 be the endomorphism of E[T, TV’]‘“’ in 
Theorem 1.3. Then QpOz (Z[T, T-‘](“))/Im 8 N Qpcn’ if and only if the 
Cartan matrix C of A is regular, i.e., the determinant of C is non-zero. 
ProoJ It is clear that Q@, Z[T, T-‘](“‘=Q[T, -‘]‘“’ and 
Q [ T, T- ’ ] 1 Q [ T]. Hence we can consider that C+ C* T is an element of
the nx n matrix ring Q[ T],, over Q[ T]. Therefore by lementary t ansfor- 







where the f, (T) are polynomials with non-zero c nstant term. 
Assume that Q@, (Z[T, T-‘]@‘)/Im 8 z Q(“‘. Inthis case it holds that 
r = n, for otherwise, as the lementary t ansformations are i  Q[T, T-‘-J”” 
we know that Q[ T, T-l] appears as a direct summand of 
Q[T, T-‘]/Q@,ImO-Q @). But (Q[T, T-l] : Q)= co and this is a 
contradiction. 
Let ni be the degree of fi( T), i= 42, . . n. Then it holds that 
(Q[T, T-‘]/A.(T)Q[T, T-l]: Q)<n, 
- - 
since (1, T, . . P-i} generates 
Q[T, T-‘I/“( T)Q[T, T-l]. Consequently 
n=(Q[T, T-‘]‘“)/Q@zIm8:Q)< i ni. 
i= 1 
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On the other hand it holds that 
This implies deg(det( C + C*T)) = n. However, det(C + C*T) = 
(det C*) T” + . . . + (det C). Hence det C* # 0. It follows that det C# 0 as 
C* = F’CF- ’ and F is regular. - - 
Assume det C#O. If { 1, T, . . T”i-l) is linearly dependent over Q in 
Q[T, T-‘]&(T)Q[T, T-‘1, then there are u,EQ, j= 1,2, .. n,- 1, a 
positive nteger s,and g(T) EQ [ T] such that (a0 +al T + . . . + a,, T“- ’ ) 
=fi(T) g(T)/T” and (g(T), T) = 1. Then T divides f;(T). But this 
contradicts det( C + C* T) = nl= I f;.(T) = det C+ . . . + det C* T” and 
det C# 0. This completes heproof. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let n be the number of non-isomorphic s mple 
A-modules. Then the rank of the h-free part of K0 (&A) is either <n 
or co. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let C be the Curtun matrix of an algebra A and 8 the endo- 
morphism of Z[T, T-‘-J’“’ in Theorem 1.3. Let a = xi=, (Cz=, ak,sTS)uk be 
an element of Z[T, T-l](“), where {uk}, k= 1,2, .. n, is a free Z[T, T-l]- 
basis of H[T, T-‘1”” and Oa=j?=C;=, (~~=xbk,rT’)uk. Let us denote by 
A, and B, the row matrices (aI,S, u~,~, . .u~,~), s=p,p+ 1, .  .  q, and 
(b,,,, bz,t, . .v b,,), t= x, x + 1, .  .  y in Z’“‘, respectively. 
Then it holds that x=p andy=q+l andA,C=B,, A,C*+AptlC= 
B p+l ,..., A,-&*+A,C=B,, A,C*=Bqfl. 
Proof A routine calculation. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let det C # 0. Zf E[ T, T- ‘]‘“‘/Im 0 is a finitely 
generated Z-module, then det C= &- 1. 
Proof For any a E h[T, T-‘]‘“’ we can put a=Cizl (Cs~k,sTS)~k, 
where (uk>, k = 1, 2, . . n, a free Z[T, T-II-basis of E[T, T-‘I’“‘. 
From the assumption we may assume that here are some fixed integers 
u and m such that cl =C; =, (C;= vx~,~ Ts)i& Without loss of generality we 
may assume further that v =O, since T-‘(Z[T, T-‘]‘“)/Im @)=
Z[ T, T- l]‘“‘/Im 0. This implies that (Pl;ik},  = 1, 2, . . n, s = 0, 1, . . m, 
contains a et of generators f Z[ T, T- ‘]‘“‘/Im 0 as a Z-module, and by 
a similar reason so does { ??&J, k= 1, 2, . . n, t = 1, 2, . . m + 1. 
Now for each i take fli=(CE=i 6k,iTo)~k~h[T, T-l](“), i=l,2, .. n. 
As quoted above { T’z&}, k = 1, 2, . . n, t = 1, 2, . . m + 1, contains a 
481/144/2-9 
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set of generators of a Z-module Z[T, T- ‘](‘l’/Im 0, there xists 
B’ = C;!, (Cm”’ b(‘) T’)u such that fli+ fi,! E Im 0. Hence there xists 
a:~b[T, T-‘icfl! su%tha; Oai=/3,+ /3,!, i= 1, 2, . . n. 
Let US denote Mi by Cz=, (C’f=, u~,,~ (j) T”)u,. Then from the quations i  
Lemma 2.3 it follows that p= 0 and q = m, since d t C= det C* # 0. Denote 
by Aj” and B$” the row matrices (a\:\., a;) , . .at’,) and (bit’,, b!$. . bj$) 
in , p, respectively. It holds that A(‘)=Bi)+iC*-‘, A(‘) m m-., = 
(B(i) _ AWC) c* - 1 
A f m C. Therefore we have.’ 
, . . Ai = (Bj” -A y’C)C* -’ and (0, 0, . . i, . . 0, 0) = 
Ah” 
A(2) 
0 II C=E. Ai’ 
Hence det C= + 1 because Aci) E Z’“‘, i = 1, 2 n - 0 9 . .> .
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let C be the Cartan matrix of an algebra A.If 
det C= + 1, then Z[T, T-‘]‘“)/Im 8 is Z-free. 
Prooj Let p be an element ofZ[T, T-‘I’“’ such that d/?~ Im 8 for an 
integer d.Let a = C; =, (C,“= o ak,s T”)u,+ such that &=dB. Denote 
B=C;=,(C~=+~bk,,Tf)~k, B,=(bl,,,b2,1,...,b,,,), t=O  I ...m+l, and 
A,=(a,,,,a2,, ,..., an s), s=O, l,..., m  Then it holds that A,C=dB,, 
AoC*+A,C=dB,,...,A,-,C*+A,C=dB,, A C*=dB,+l. Since 
det C= f 1 and det C* = + 1 there are Ai = (a;,,, a; , .. a;,,) E Z(“) such 
that dA:= A,, s=O, 1, . . m. Then p = @‘a for a’ = C;=, (CTso a;,, T”)u,. 
This completes theproof. 
Now by Theorem 2.1 and Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 we have 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra and A its repetitive 
algebra. LetC be the Cartan matrix of A. Then K. (&A) N K, (mod A) 
if and only ifdet C= + 1. 
In the following examples Q’s are the quivers ofalgebras A’s and (*)‘s 
are their relations, re pectively. Of course C and K0 (mod A) are their 
Cartan matrices and stable Grothendieck groups. 
EXAMPLE 1 (cf. [l]) 
Q: a l&2, 
Y 
(*): a2=o, pa=o, y@=O, py=o, ay=o. 
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Then 
c= 2 l [ 1 1 1 






c= 1 1 '1 [ 1 0 1 1 
and I&, (&Al) N-Z 74 &(A). Therefore it occurs that K0 (mod a) is a 





1 a,= PI2 (> P7 
- 82 
(*): o*=o, p3 = 0, aid = 0, Oji = 0, Uifij = 0, BiCtj = 0, Pa; =0, flip = 0 for 
i, j= 1, 2. Then 
C= 
2 2 [ I 2 3 
and detC=2, hence Q@K,(&A)-Q@&(A), but &(&a)- 
P2’ 0 (0 $ W2)). 
EXAMPLE 4. 
El - 
Q: 1 y--+8,2 3 PT 
- I32 
(*)I p4=0, pUi=O, fljp = 0, aifij = 0, pJai =0 for i, j= 1, 2. Then 
c= 1 2 [ 1 2 4 
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and det C=O, K, (&a) v Z@Z[T, T ‘1. Hence for this example 
K0 (& A^) is Z-free, butnot finitely generated. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
(*): p6=0, pcli=o, fijp=O, ajfij=o, /? cC;=o fori= 1, 2, 3,j= l? 2. Then 
c= 
and detC=O, I&(&A)-0. 
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